Numerous research studies experimentally investigated the axial compressive behavior of fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete cylinders in the past two decades. However, only a limited number of research studies developed stress-strain models to predict the strength and strain enhancement ratio of fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete cylinders under axial compression. The available strength and strain enhancement ratio models of fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete cylinders are a function of actual confinement ratio only. This study develops strength and strain enhancement ratio models for circular fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete under axial compression based on artificial neural network analyses using Purelin and Tansig transfer functions. The developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models are functions of actual confinement ratio, orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and axial strain in unconfined concrete at peak axial stress. The formulation and performance evaluation of the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models are carried out using experimental investigation results of 238 circular fiberreinforced polymer tube confined concrete under concentric axial compression compiled from a database of 599 fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete specimens. The predictions of the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models match well with the experimental investigation results of the compiled database. The developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models exhibit smaller statistical errors than the available models in the research studies for predicting the strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete under axial compression.
Introduction
The strength and ductility of steel bar reinforced concrete (RC) columns are reduced over the design life of the structure mainly due to the corrosion of the steel reinforcement. A long period of exposure of steel reinforcement in RC columns to corrosive environments reduces the strength and ductility of RC columns, which may cause the RC columns to be strengthened or retrofitted. In the past three decades, the use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)-wrapped columns was investigated to strengthen the existing deteriorated RC columns (Berthet et al., 2005; Demers and Neale, 1994; Hadi et al., 2018; Jameel et al., 2017; Lam and Teng, 2002; Nanni and Bradford, 1995; Teng et al., 2009 Teng et al., , 2016 Watanable et al., 1997; Zeng et al., 2017) .
In the past two decades, the use of fiber-reinforced polymer tube confined concrete (CFFT) was investigated as a potential substitute of steel RC columns in the new column construction to reduce corrosion and attain higher strength and ductility. The CFFT is costeffective as FRP tube serves as formwork and a protective barrier against the corrosion accelerating agents and hence reduces the maintenance costs over the design life of the structure (Jolly and Lillistone, 1998; Lillistone and Jolly, 1997) . A number of research investigations studied the effect of geometric property (height to diameter ratio), concrete properties (compressive strength of concrete and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress), fiber properties (modulus of elasticity of fibers, thickness of fibers, ultimate tensile strength of fibers), and FRP properties (actual confinement ratio and orientation of fibers) on the strength (confined concrete strength) and ductility (axial strain in confined concrete at peak axial stress) of CFFT. It is noted that column geometric property, concrete and fiber properties, and FRP properties significantly influence the confined concrete strength and axial strain in confined concrete at peak axial stress of CFFT Rizkalla, 2001, 2002; Hadi et al., 2016; Hong and Kim, 2004; Khan et al., 2016 Khan et al., , 2017 Khan et al., , 2018 Masmoudi and Mohamed, 2011; Mirmiran et al., 1998; Mohamed and Masmoudi, 2008; Ozbakkaloglu, 2013; Ozbakkaloglu and Vincent, 2013; Park et al., 2011; Vincent and Ozbakkaloglu, 2013) .
A comprehensive review of available literature showed that numerous stress-strain models were developed to determine the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of FRP-wrapped concrete (Ozbakkaloglu et al., 2012) . The available stress-strain models of FRP-wrapped confined concrete overestimated the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of CFFT (Saafi et al., 1999; Toutanji, 1999) . The stress-strain curves of FRP-wrapped confined concrete and CFFT are similar . However, stress-strain behaviors of FRP-wrapped confined concrete and CFFT are different. This is because in FRP-wrapped confined concrete, fibers are predominantly oriented in the circumferential direction resulting in negligible longitudinal stiffness. In CFFT, fibers in FRP tube are oriented in axial and circumferential directions. The longitudinal fibers in the FRP tube provide the longitudinal stiffness of the tube. A part of circumferential strain in FRP tube comes from the longitudinal stiffness of the tube due to the Poisson effect (Lam and Teng, 2003) .
A limited number of research studies developed the stress-strain models to determine the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of CFFT. Lam and Teng (2003) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and Khan et al. (2016) developed strength enhancement ratio models for circular CFFT. De Lorenzis and Tepfers (2003) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and Khan et al. (2016) developed strain enhancement ratio models for circular CFFT. Khan et al. (2016) developed a stress-strain model of CFFT as a function of actual confinement ratio and confinement modulus to determine the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of circular CFFT with fibers oriented only along the circumferential direction under axial compression. Moreover, the model predicted the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of CFFT with smaller errors than the errors in the available stress-strain models of circular CFFT proposed by De Lorenzis and Tepfers (2003) , Lam and Teng (2003) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , and Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) . However, the errors in predicting the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain using Khan et al. (2016) model are still considerable as the model was developed for the CFFT with fibers oriented only along the circumferential direction. It is noted that FRP tube confinement in CFFT is dependent on the geometry of the CFFT, concrete and fiber properties, and FRP properties. The actual confinement ratio (f l, a =f co ) is a function of the modulus of elasticity of fibers (E f ), thickness of fibers (t f ), circumferential rupture strain of fibers (e rup ), diameter of CFFT (D), and unconfined concrete strength (f co ). However, f l, a =f co does not directly incorporate parameters such as the orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress. Thus, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of stress-strain model to predict the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of CFFT by incorporating geometric property, concrete and fiber properties, and FRP properties in addition to actual confinement ratio.
In recent years, artificial neural network (ANN) analysis has been used in structural design and optimization (Pham and Hadi, 2014a) . The ANN is of interest to the researchers to model complex civil engineering problems which are dependent on numerous variables and interrelationships between different variables. One such complex civil engineering problem is FRP confined concrete which is dependent on numerous variables and is influenced by interrelationships between the variables. The ANN develops interrelationships between input variables and output variables, which improve the predictions of the developed models. The ANN models are simpler, userfriendly, and useful for the design engineers. Naderpour et al. (2010) , Elsanadedy et al. (2012) , Jalal and Ramezanianpour (2012) , and , 2014a , 2014b developed models based on ANN analysis to predict the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of FRP confined concrete with smaller errors. Mansouri et al. (2016) developed models to predict the confined concrete strength, ultimate confined concrete strain, and circumferential rupture strain of FRP (FRP wrapped and FRP tube) confined concrete using artificial intelligence techniques including ANN. Mansouri et al. (2018) developed model to predict the peak and residual conditions (confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete) of actively confined concrete using artificial intelligence techniques including ANN. In this study, based on ANN analysis, strength and strain enhancement models are developed to determine the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of circular CFFT only as functions of actual confinement ratio, orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress.
Experimental database
The experimental database of 238 circular CFFT adopted in this study was taken from the most comprehensive experimental database of 599 CFFT compiled from 30 different experimental investigations by Khan et al. (2016) . The collated database includes hollow and partially and completely filled circular and noncircular CFFT with and without reinforcements (steel or FRP) tested under concentric and eccentric axial compression, flexural, cyclic, or seismic loadings. The details of the experimental database of 599 CFFT can be found in the work by Khan et al. (2016) . The database presented in this study includes only circular CFFT tested under concentric axial compression and CFFT failed at the mid-height by rupturing of fibers. The experimental database of 238 circular CFFT used herein consisted of two data sets. The first data set comprised experimental investigation results of 134 circular CFFT with fibers oriented only along the circumferential direction. The details of the data set of 134 circular CFFT can be found in the work by Khan et al. (2016) . The second data set comprised experimental investigation results of 104 circular CFFT with fibers oriented in the directions other than the circumferential direction. The details of 104 circular CFFT with fibers oriented in the directions other than the circumferential direction (98 out of 104 CFFT were with fibers oriented at 75°with the longitudinal direction) are presented in Table 1 . The experimental database of 238 circular CFFT included CFFT tested under concentric axial compression only and failed due to the rupture of the fibers at the mid-height of FRP tube. The collated experimental database included CFFT fabricated by either filament winding technique or wet lay-up technique. The CFFT collated from Mirmiran et al. (1998) , Samaan et al. (1998) , Saafi et al. (1999), and Li et al. (2007) were fabricated with filament winding technique. The CFFT collated from Ozbakkaloglu (2013) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , and Vincent and Ozbakkaloglu (2013) were fabricated with wet lay-up technique. The collated experimental database included CFFT with fibers oriented at 45°to 90°in the longitudinal direction. In the collated CFFT database, only six CFFT were with fibers oriented at less than 75°in the longitudinal direction and 232 CFFT were with fibers oriented at 75°or higher than 75°in the longitudinal direction. The experimental database provided information about type of fibers (glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) and aramid fiber-reinforced polymer (AFRP)), geometrical properties of the CFFT (diameter, D and height to diameter ratio, H=D), properties of concrete (unconfined concrete strength, f co and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress, e co ), properties of fiber (thickness, t f ; modulus of elasticity, E f ; tensile strain of fibers, e fu and ultimate tensile strength, f fu ), properties of FRP (orientation, u; circumferential rupture strain, e rup ; actual confinement ratio, f l, a =f co and strain reduction factor, k e ), and the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain (strength enhancement ratio, f 0 cc =f co and strain enhancement ratio, e cu =e co ). Figure 1 presents the frequency distribution of the different input parameters of circular CFFT in the form of histograms showing the range of the input parameters. The f l, a =f co of circular CFFT is a function of D, f co , t f , E f , and e rup (equation (1))
The f l, a =f co varies from 0.04 to 1.78 with 69.7% of circular CFFT in the range of 0.04-0.50 (Figure 1(a) ). The orientation of fibers (u) of circular CFFT varies from 45°to 90°(with respect to the longitudinal direction) with 1.26% (3 out of 238) of CFFT in the range of 45°-55°, 1.26% (3 out of 238) of CFFT in the range of 55°-65°, 41.18% (98 out of 238) of CFFT in the range of 65°-75°, and 56.30% (134 out of 238) of CFFT in the range of 75°-90° (Figure 1(b) ). The height to diameter ratio (H=D) of circular CFFT varies from 2.0 to 2.85 with 97.5% (232 out of 238) of circular CFFT having H=D of 2.0 (Figure 1(c) ). The axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress (e co ) of circular CFFT varies from 0.2% to 1.38% with 45% of CFFT having e co of 0.2% (Figure 1(d) ). The strength enhancement ratios (f 0 cc =f co ) and the strain enhancement ratios e cu =e co of circular CFFT are presented in Figure 2 . The f 0 cc =f co of circular CFFT varies between 1.01 and 3.87 with 51.7% and 32.8% in the ranges of 1.01-1.74 and 1.74-2.50, respectively ( Figure  2(a) ). The e cu =e co of circular CFFT varies between 1.19 and 31.5 with 59.2% and 28.2%, respectively, in the ranges of 1.19-10 and 10-20 (Figure 2(b) ). The available studies developed f 0 cc =f co and e cu =e co models of circular CFFT as a function of actual confinement ratio only. To accurately model f 0 cc =f co and e cu =e co of CFFT, this study develops f 0 cc =f co and e cu =e co models of CFFT using four input parameters (f l, a =f co , u, H=D, and e co ) instead of one input parameter (f l, a =f co ).
The ANN analysis
The ANN analysis is an assembly of interlinked elements (MathWorks MATLAB, 2013). The processing ability of the ANN is dependent on the inter-unit connection strength of elements called weights. These weights are obtained by a process of learning from training data sets. A neuron is a building block of the neural network in which weights are adjusted and the output is produced. The determination of confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of circular CFFT is a well-suited problem for ANN analysis as confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain depend on geometric properties of CFFT and properties of concrete, fibers, and FRP. The ANN analysis develops the multivariable interrelationships between different CFFT variables based on the training subset which result in accurate predictions of confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of CFFT.
In this article, for the ANN analysis, a neural network is mapped between normalized inputs and normalized targets by loading actual confinement ratio (f l, a =f co ), orientation of fibers (u), height to diameter ratio (H=D), and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress (e co ) as input vectors and strength enhancement ratio (f 0 cc =f co ) and strain enhancement ratio (e cu =e co ) as target vectors in the MATLAB (MathWorks MATLAB, 2013). The feedforward back propagation neural network architecture was used to develop a layered neural network between inputs and targets as shown in Figure 3 . In the feedforward back propagation neural network, information moves only in the forward direction from input layer neurons to hidden layer neurons and to output layer neurons. Hornik et al. (1989) stated that multilayered neural networks with a minimum of two layers (one hidden layer and one output layer) could perform accurate universal approximations. After the network was developed, the layered feedforward neural network was configured and trained. The configuration is a process in which neural network performs trials to adjust input and output ranges, network processing and weight initialization settings to reduce the error between targets (experimental outputs), and the outputs.
The experimental database of 238 circular CFFT was used to train, validate, and test the developed layered feedforward neural network architecture. Upadhyaya and Eryurek (1992) proposed equation (2) to calculate the minimum number of training data subset to train the neural network which can be used to back-calculate the minimum number of neurons in the hidden layer for optimum neural network model architecture
where w is the number of total weights, n = 166 is the number of training data points, and o is the number of outputs. It is noted that the minimum number of data points for training, validation, and testing of ANN depends on the number of input layers, hidden layers, and output layer. For the ANN with a larger number of layers, the network needs to perform more computations but may solve the complex problem more efficiently. The collated CFFT database was randomly divided into training subset, validation subset, and testing subset using the function dividerand (MathWorks MATLAB, 2013). However, the percentages of training subset, validation subset, and testing subset were selected. The training subset varied from 50% to 80% to obtain the most efficient distribution of data sets. Based on the coefficient of determination of training subset, validation subset, testing subset, and all set, the training subset was selected as 70%. The validation and testing subsets were selected as 15% each. The training subset was used to compute the gradient and to optimize the weights and biases of the neural network. The validation data subset was used to minimize the validation error of the neural network in determining the weights and biases. The testing data subset was used to optimize the performance of the neural network.
In this ANN analysis, Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was used to train the layered feedforward neural network. The LM algorithm is considered the most efficient back propagation method available in MATLAB (MathWorks MATLAB, 2013) for function fitting and model prediction problems using feedforward neural network architecture (Pham and Hadi, 2014a) . In this study, two transfer functions, that is, Pure Linear (Purelin) and Tan sigmoid (Tansig) were used to develop and train the neural networks. Naderpour et al. (2010) and Pham and Hadi (2014a) reported that ANN trained with non-linear tan sigmoid (Tansig) transfer function predicted the outputs with significantly higher accuracy than ANN trained with pure linear (Purelin) transfer function. In this article, for the ANN analysis, the performance of the trained layered feedforward neural network was assessed using the mean square error (MSE) and regression performance indicators. The layered neural network was trained with increasing number of neurons in the hidden layer (started with a minimum number of neurons in the hidden layer determined using equation (2)) until the MSE of the trained layered feedforward neural network was reduced to a value less than 0.05.
Mathematical formulations of developed strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular CFFT
The architecture of the developed layered feedforward neural network models is presented in Figure 3 . The output of developed layered feedforward neural network models is obtained using inputs, targets, neural network weights, and neural network biases as given in equations (3) to (6)
where IW ji is the input weight matrix to the hidden layer, X i is the input layer matrix, LW is the layer weight matrix input to the output layer, b 1 is the bias matrix of hidden layer (Layer 1), b 2 is the bias matrix of output layer (Layer 2), y 1 is the output of Layer 1, y 3 is the output of Layer 2, y 2 is the intermediary matrix, and y is the output. It is noted that the output of developed layered feedforward neural network is obtained using normalized inputs, normalized targets, neural network weights, and neural network biases as given in equation (7) 
where y min is the normalized minimum target value, y max is the normalized maximum target value, x i min is the normalized minimum input value of the ith input, x i max is the normalized maximum input value of the ith input, w i is the weight of ith, input and y is the output. Equation (6) can be written in the simplified form as equation (8) 
where
Developed strength enhancement ratio models of circular CFFT using ANN
The compiled experimental database of 238 circular CFFT was used to develop strength enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions in terms of actual confinement ratio (f l, a =f co ), orientation of fibers (u), height to diameter ratio (H=D), and axial strain of unconfined concrete strain at peak axial stress (e co ) to determine the strength enhancement ratio of circular CFFT.
Strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function
The design and algorithm of the strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function are as follows: the number of neural network layers is two, network type is feedforward back propagation, number of neurons in input layer is 4, number of neurons in hidden layer is 9, number of neurons in output layer neuron is 1, training algorithm is LM, performance function is MSE, and the transfer function in hidden and output layers is Purelin. The weight matrix (m ij ) and intercept (c) obtained after training ANN are given in equations (12) and (13), respectively. The developed strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function is presented in equation (14) m ij = f l, a =f co u H=D e co 1:000 0:165 0:036 0:037 ð12Þ 
Strength enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function
The design and algorithm of the strength enhancement model based on Tansig transfer function are similar to the design and algorithm of the strength enhancement ratio model based on Purlin transfer function, except that the number of neurons in hidden layer are 10 and transfer functions in the hidden and output layers are Tansig. The input weights, layer weights, and bias to the hidden layer obtained after training ANN are given in Table 2 . The developed strength enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function is presented in equation (15) 
Developed strain enhancement ratio models of circular CFFT using ANN
The compiled experimental database of 238 circular CFFT was used to develop the strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions in terms of actual confinement ratio (f l, a =f co ), orientation of fibers (u), height to diameter ratio (H=D), and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress (e co ) to determine the strain enhancement ratio of circular CFFT.
Strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function
The design and algorithm of the Purelin strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function are as follows: the number of neural network layers is two, network type is feedforward back propagation, number of neurons in input layer is 4, number of neurons in hidden layer is 10, number of neurons in output layer is 1, training algorithm is LM, performance function is MSE, and the transfer function in hidden and output layers is Purelin. The weight matrix (m ij ) and intercept (c) obtained after training ANN are given in equations (16) and (17), respectively. The developed strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function is presented in equation (18) m ij = f l, a =f co u H=D e co 1:001 À0:036 0:107 0:004 ð16Þ
e cu e co = 1:001 À0:036 0:107 0:004
Strain enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function
The design and algorithm of the strain enhancement model based on Tansig transfer function are similar to the design and algorithm of the strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function except that the number of neurons in hidden layer are 7 and transfer functions in hidden and output layers are Tansig. The input weights, layer weights, and bias to the hidden layer obtained after training ANN are shown in Table 3 . The developed strain enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function is presented in equation (19) e cu e co = Tanh LW T Tanh IW ji
Verification of the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models
The verification of the developed strength enhancement ratio models and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions was carried out using four statistical parameters: average absolute error (AAE), MSE, relative standard error of estimate (RSEE), and standard deviation (SD)
where Pre(i) is the predicted ith value by the developed model, Exp(i) is the experimental ith value, and N is the total number of data points. AAE is a measure of the difference between predicted and experimental values. MSE is a measure of the square of the difference between predicted and experimental values. SD is a measure of the variation of predictions from the average value. RSEE is a measure of the accuracy of the predictions made with a regression line.
To compare the developed strength enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions of CFFT, the available strength enhancement ratio models of CFFT developed in the works by Lam and Teng (2002) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and Khan et al. (2016) were selected. Similarly, to compare the developed strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions of CFFT, the available strain enhancement ratio models of CFFT developed in the works by De Lorenzis and Tepfers (2003) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and Khan et al. (2016) were selected.
Performance of the developed strength enhancement ratio models
The experimental database of 238 circular CFFT was used to assess the performance of the strength enhancement ratio models of CFFT in the works by Lam and Teng (2002) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and Khan et al. (2016) (Figure 4 ) and developed strength enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions ( Figure 5 ). The comparison between the experimental database results and the predictions of the available and developed strength enhancement ratio models showed the improved accuracy of the developed models in predicting the strength enhancement ratio of circular CFFT. Among the compared strength enhancement ratio models, strength enhancement ratio model developed based on Tansig transfer function achieved the largest coefficient of determination (R 2 ) of 0.73. The errors of the compared strength enhancement ratio models were statistically verified and presented in Figure 6 . It is evident from Figure 6 that the developed strength enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions exhibited smaller errors than the available strength enhancement ratio models of CFFT. This is attributed to the fact that the developed strength enhancement models incorporated the orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio of CFFT, and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress in addition to actual confinement ratio, whereas the available strength enhancement ratio models of CFFT are functions of actual confinement ratio only. The available strength enhancement ratio models were developed for the fibers oriented only in the circumferential direction. The AAE, MSE, RSEE, and SD of the developed strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function were 13.9%, 2.9%, 19.3%, and 17.3%, respectively. The AAE, MSE, RSEE, and SD of the developed strength enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function were 11.8%, 2.4%, 17.2%, and 15.2%, respectively. However, the developed strength enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function is more complicated than the strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin Transfer function. Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) and Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and (c) Khan et al. (2016) .
The experimental database of 238 circular CFFT was used to assess the performance of the available strain enhancement ratio models of CFFT developed by De Lorenzis and Tepfers (2003) , Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) , Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and Khan et al. (2016) (Figure 7 ) and developed strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions (Figure 8 ). The comparison between the experimental database results and predictions of the available and developed strain enhancement ratio models exhibited the improved accuracy of the developed strain enhancement ratio models in calculating the strain enhancement ratio of circular CFFT. Among the presented existing and developed strain enhancement ratio models, Tansig strain enhancement ratio model has achieved the largest coefficient of determination (R 2 ) of 0.92. The errors of the available and developed strain enhancement ratio models were statistically verified and are presented in Figure 9 . It is evident from Figure  9 that the developed strain enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function exhibited smaller errors than the available strain enhancement ratio models of CFFT. This is attributed to the fact that the developed strain enhancement models incorporate orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio of CFFT, and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress in addition to actual confinement ratio, whereas available strain enhancement ratio models are functions of actual confinement ratio and confinement modulus and were developed for CFFT with fibers oriented only along the circumferential direction. The AAE, MSE, RSEE, and SD of the developed strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function were 30.0%, 24.8%, 26.9%, and 50.6%, respectively. The AAE, MSE, RSEE, and SD of the developed strain enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function were 18.3%, 7.6%, 19.4%, and 27.7%, respectively. However, the strain enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function is Ozbakkaloglu and Lim (2013) and Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014) , and (c) Khan et al. (2016) . more complex than the strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function.
Discussions
The weight matrices (m ij ) of the developed strength enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions and the developed strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions showed that all the input parameters influenced the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of circular CFFT. In this study, a large number of circular CFFT (56.3%) with fibers oriented along the circumferential direction (75°-90°) were used to train the strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions. The fiber orientation along the circumferential direction (75°-90°) resulted in a significant increase in the FRP tube confinement provided to the concrete core along the circumferential direction and comparatively smaller increase in FRP tube confinement provided to the concrete core along the longitudinal direction. The fibers oriented along the circumferential direction resulted in significant increases in the confined concrete strength and circumferential rupture strain but have a minor influence on the axial strain in confined concrete at peak axial stress . This is evident by the significantly higher weight matrix corresponding to the orientation of fibers in strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function (equation (12)) than strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function (equation (16)).
The height to diameter ratio (H=D) of CFFT has a relatively smaller influence on the strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular CFFT than the orientation of fibers as indicated by the weight matrices of strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin transfer function. Generally, in slender CFFT (H=D.5), increased axial load resulted in the buckling of the CFFT which resulted in non-uniform confinement pressure and hence reduction in both confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain . Lillistone and Jolly (2000) reported that an increase in the slenderness of CFFT resulted in a decrease in the FRP confinement. The effect of slenderness is more profound for CFFT with H=D.5. In this study, all the circular CFFT are in the range of short CFFT (H=D\5). Most of the available studies investigated the axial compressive behavior of CFFT with H=D of 2. It is noted that CFFT with H=D greater than 3 were reinforced with either steel bars or FRP bars. The database used for ANN analysis included circular CFFT without steel or FRP bars. Hence, H=D has a lower influence on the strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular CFFT collated in this database.
The axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress (e co ) of CFFT has a lower influence on the strength and strain enhancement ratio models than the other input parameters. The e co is a function of unconfined concrete strength (f co ) (Ozbakkaloglu and Lim, 2013) . Increased unconfined concrete strain resulted in a change in the cracking pattern of concrete from micro to macro level and hence reduced the effectiveness of FRP confinement on the concrete core and lowered the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain of circular CFFT.
It can be concluded from the above discussion that the actual confinement ratio is the most significant input parameter as the weight matrix corresponding to actual confinement ratio in strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin transfer function is the highest. The orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and unconfined concrete strain have a minor influence on the confined concrete strength and ultimate confined concrete strain. Nonetheless, the inclusion of orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and unconfined concrete strain in the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions reduced the errors and improved the agreement between the predictions and experimental confined concrete strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular CFFT.
It is noted that ANN is a computational model with an ability to generate function approximations between inputs and targets because of its ability to learn and adapt. The ANN is a very powerful tool but has a limitation in extrapolating a function. To use the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions of circular CFFT developed in this study, it is mandatory that the inputs and targets of circular CFFT should be within the maximum and minimum limits as given in Table 4 . The developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models of circular CFFT are applicable to actual confinement ratios between 0.04 and 1.78, orientation of fibers between 45°and 90°, height to diameter ratio between 2.0 and 2.85, and unconfined concrete strain between 0.20% and 1.38%.
Conclusion
In this study, the strength enhancement ratio models and strain enhancement ratio models of circular CFFT are developed based on ANN analysis using Purelin and Tansig transfer functions as functions of actual confinement ratio, orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and unconfined concrete strain. A compiled database of experimental investigation results of 238 circular CFFT was used to train, validate, and test the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions. The following conclusions are drawn based on the formulation, performance, and statistical comparison of the developed strength and strain enhancement ratio models. The weight matrices of the strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions showed that actual confinement ratio is the most significant input parameter in computing the strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular CFFT. The orientation of fibers, height to diameter ratio, and axial strain of unconfined concrete at peak axial stress exhibited relatively smaller effects on the predictions of the strength and strain enhancement ratio models based on Purelin and Tansig transfer functions.
The developed strength enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function exhibited smaller errors (AAE = 2.1%, MSE = 0.5%, RSEE = 2.1%, and SD = 2.1%) than the strength enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function in predicting the confined concrete strength of circular CFFT. The developed strain enhancement ratio model based on Tansig transfer function exhibited smaller errors (AAE = 11.7%, MSE = 17.2%, RSEE = 7.5% and SD = 22.9%) than the strain enhancement ratio model based on Purelin transfer function in predicting the ultimate confined concrete strain of circular CFFT. Training ANN models with Tansig transfer function can considerably reduce the errors in predicting the strength and strain enhancement ratios of circular CFFT compared to ANN models trained with Purelin transfer function.
